EXOTHERMIC JOINTING for EARTHING

NEW TECHNOLOGY USING BATTERY WIRE

FOR SAFE DISTANCE DURING IGNITION.
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 EXOTHERMIC
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CADWELDING

SOLAR PV
SERVICES.

EXOTHERMIC WELDING PROCESS The exothermic welding process is a simple, selfcontained method of forming high quality electrical
connections. The compact process requires no external
power or heat source, making it completely portable.
Connections are made inside a semi-permanent graphite
mould using the high temperature reaction of powdered
copper oxide and aluminium.
An exothermic connection is actually a molecular bond
formed between two metals such as copper/copper,
copper/steel and steel/steel even MS / GI barring
aluminium. Copper oxide and aluminium are combined
and ignited.The result is an Exothermic Reaction that
produces molten super-heated copper and aluminium
oxide slag. The melting or fusing temperature rating of the
finished joint is 1200°C plus. The molten super-heated copper
melts the objects being connected together, forming the
molecular bond. This bond will not loosen over time or
deteriorate with age. The connection’s current carrying capability
is to that which it is being connected. In other words there is no
increase in resistance in an exothermically welded connection as
there is in most pressure connections.
The majority of exothermic welding connections have at least
twice the cross sectional area of the conductors being joined, and an equivalent or greater current carrying
capacity. Because the connection is a fusion of high conductivity, high copper content alloy, it will withstand
repeated fault currents, and will not loosen in the way that mechanical connections can.

Corrosion resistance too, is exceptional, due to the alloy’s very high copper
content (in excess of 97%).
We have recently executed project 3000MW, 800kV HVDC exothermic bonding
for earth joints for 400Kv GIS room.
Client : Alstom India Ltd.
Owner : Power Grid of India Ltd. 50x6 Copper bus JOINT 50x6 busbar For more information on supply &
execution for such bonding , UL LISTED SOURCING , CHINA

Please contact :
Ampere Protection Services LLP
1451, Sector 31, Gurgaon , Haryana 122001
ampereprotection@gmail.com
Mobile : +91-9871574205

www.ampereprotection.com

LOI ( ALSTOM ,NOIDA ) for HVDC KURUKSHETRA
Power Grid of India Ltd ::::: Contractor : ALSTOM INDIA

Actual pics of 400/220Kv GIS HALL , HVDC KURUKSHETRA
WORK ORDER VALUE IN EXCESS OF 8.5 lacs INR.

PURCHASE ORDER for EXOTHERMIC JOINTS
SITE : 400/220
kv BETUL
to NAVSARI Powergrid
of India
PURCHASE
ORDER
for EXOTHERMIC
JOINTS SITE
: ltd

We used Hi grade tablet technology of APLIWELD, Spain,
Expensive technology but saves time for bigger projects.

NEEPCO ( ASSAM) 400 KV GIS HALL EXOTHERMIC WELDING SYSTEMS



work order value in excess of 3.95Lacs INTT



EXOTHERMIC WELDING FOR EARTH MAT – PROJECT L&T ,


BIBIYANA, BANGLADESH


EARTH MAT of 150sqmm tap to 150sqmm conductor 



Value of work order : 6.95+Lacs INR.

 TOTAL JOINTS experience in excess of 4500 till date.( 30.06.2019)
 

